Introduction
Modern information and communication technologies (ICTs) penetrating in education have significantly changed the roles of main actors of teaching and learning process. Teachers nowadays should be guides and coaches while passive learners should turn into active ones. ICTs enable student centred and one-to-one learning in traditional education and technology enhanced educational systems. These technologies allow the construction of computational environments that aim at facilitating teaching, learning, and sometimes learning assessment, but with the dissemination of distance learning, however, learning assessment has become a constant concern [1] . It is important that both actors (a teacher and a learner) can keep track of learner's progress which requires systematic knowledge assessment. Nevertheless, even in traditional teaching where regular knowledge assessment may be carried out quite naturally, teachers have to cope with the assessment of hundreds of students. That is one of the main reasons why in practice they usually apply only final examinations. In e-learning a regular knowledge assessment, as a rule, is carried out using different kinds of tests. Unfortunately, tests allow assessing learners' knowledge only at the first four levels of Bloom's taxonomy which includes three levels of lower order skills: knowledge, comprehension, and application, and three levels of higher order skills: analysis, synthesis, and evaluation [2] . In this context concepts maps (CMs) have become a valuable tool of teaching, learning and assessment as they enhance learning, promote reflection and creativity and enable students to externalize their knowledge structure [3] . Approaches using CMs are based on the fundamental idea in Ausubel's cognitive psychology that learning takes place by the assimilation of new concepts and propositions into existing concept and propositional frameworks held by the learner [4] . Over the last years, the introduction of ICTs in the educational practice resulted into the development of a number of computer-based and web-based concept mapping environments [5] . Some environments based on CMs and aimed at assessment have already been described in literature [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . The general tendency of these environments is to compare a CM developed by a learner (student) to a CM developed by a teacher or by a problem domain expert. The serious drawback is that the assessment accomplished through mere comparison of CMs is not in accordance with cognitive principles. It forces students to construct their knowledge in a way that mimics the knowledge constructed by the teacher or the expert [1] . This approach does not address the fact that humans construct knowledge in a number of different ways, for instance, some people prefer to specialize new concepts from more general ones while others prefer to do vice versa. An alternative is to compare students' CMs to population of CMs [1] . The paper presents the approach which recommends the use of so called graph patterns to generate a search space of possible correct CMs. This is the next step in the development of knowledge assessment system (KAS) [11, 12] . The approach is implemented in the developed adaptive KAS which supports both teacher's assessment and learner's self-assessment keeping track of person's progress, i.e., evolution of his/her understanding of the topic. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the usage of CMs for knowledge assessment is discussed. In Section 3, an overview of the developed KAS is given. In Section 4, the notion of graph pattern is defined and different graph patterns are analyzed. The paper ends in Section 5, with conclusions and the outline of future work.
The use of concept maps for knowledge assessment
Concept maps as a pedagogical tool has been developed by Novak [3, 13] . According to Novak, a CM represents part of a person's cognitive structure, revealing his/her particular understanding of a specific knowledge area. This cognitive structure as held by the learner is also referred as the individual's knowledge structure [14] . CMs are semi-formal knowledge representation tools that are visualized by a graph and use natural language to represent concepts and propositions, i.e., to represent semantic knowledge and its conceptual organization. Mathematically defined, a CM is undirected or directed graph consisting of a finite, non-empty set of nodes which represent the concepts of a knowledge domain, and a finite, non-empty set of arcs (undirected, called also edges, or directed) which represent the relationships between pairs of concepts. Arcs may have the same or different weights, i.e. some relationships may be more important than others [15] . A CM can be defined also as an attributed graph where nodes are labelled by concepts and the set of arcs contains the attributes that can be words or linking phrases used to specify the kind of relationship between concepts [16] . A proposition is a semantic unit of CM, i.e., a concept-relationship-concept triple which is a meaningful statement about some object or event in a problem domain [17] . Variety of CMs visualized by different graphs is shown in Fig.1 .
Fig.1. Variety of concept maps
A CM is constructed by the continued application of progressive differentiation and integrative reconciliation that, according to Ausubel's Assimilation Theory, is a fundamental necessity for human beings to learn meaningfully via acquisition and retention of concepts and propositions, which are stored in their cognitive structure [18] . The step-by-step construction of a CM and a sequence of CMs constructed by a student can illustrate the evolution of person's understanding of the topic [19] . Certainly, cognitive structures of student and teacher (expert) can be different and given the same concepts they can draw different CMs. Buggy student model represents relation between student's and expert's knowledge. Student's knowledge is viewed as some subset of expert's knowledge as it is shown in Fig.2 . The goal of tutoring is growing the student's subset of the expert's knowledge [20] . CMs are a viable, computable, and theoretically sound solution to the problem of assessing students learning [1] . The use of CM based tasks as test items for assessment allows seeing students' cognitive structure, i.e., their knowledge structure, promotes system thinking, and supports process oriented learning in which a teacher divides a study course into stages [21] . The latter is a prerequisite of regular and systematic knowledge assessment. Besides, CMs are easy to create and use. Concept mapping approach offers a reasonable balance between requirements to assess higher levels of knowledge and complexity of knowledge assessment system [21] . Moreover, CMs can be used as alternative to usual essays, decreasing the amount of work demanding from teachers during assessment [1] . Realization of various learning concept mapping activities provides specific learning outcomes. An activity accomplishes specific educational functions, such as ascertaining students' prior knowledge, promoting knowledge construction/identifying conceptual changes, and assessing knowledge construction [22] . Depending on the outcomes and functions, the activities may employ various concept mapping tasks, such as, the completion of a given map, its extension, evaluation/correction, the construction of a map or combinations of the abovementioned tasks, each of which provides a different perspective of student's understanding [5] . The concept mapping tasks range from high-directed to low-directed depending on the support provided to students. All tasks are divided into "fill-in-the-map" tasks where CM's structure is given and "construct-the-map" tasks where students themselves must create a CM's structure and contents [23] . The CM tasks may be sorted in accordance with their degree of difficulty. At the one end of the scale there are located the most easy fill-in-the-map tasks which belong to high-directed tasks. In these tasks the structure with predefined and correctly placed linking phrases is given. Tasks of this group differ only with the number of teacher's predefined concepts which are correctly placed in the given CM. Students must fill-in blank nodes with concepts from the given list. The next group of high-directed tasks is composed of fill-in-the-map tasks where students must place concepts from the given list correctly in case when the structure of CM is given, too. It is possible to vary tasks in this group by inserting the definite number of teacher's predefined concepts, as well as to use weighted undirected graph, for example, defining important and less important arcs (also done by a teacher). Moving towards the most difficult fill-in-the-map tasks there are groups of tasks where only the structure of CM is given and students must fill-in blank nodes with given concepts and label arcs with linking phrases from the given list. From these tasks it is possible to derive tasks where linking phrases aren't given. There is a variety of construct-the-map tasks the degree of difficulty of which depends on the support provided to students. Students may have a list of concepts and/or a list of relationships which, in their turn, may have weights. The underlying graph may be undirected or directed. In another group of tasks students may be free to add needed concepts and/or relationships to their CM. Yet more, the given lists may contain also concepts and/or relationships that are misleading, i.e. concepts and/or relationships that are superfluous or even incorrect. So, at the other end of the scale there are tasks with highest degree of difficulty, namely, those where students are free to define concepts and relationships with linking phrases, and to construct the structure of CM corresponding to the underlying directed graph. The wide variety of different CM fill-in and construction tasks allows offering tasks with the degree of difficulty which corresponds to the current knowledge level of each individual learner. Consequently, CM tasks promote adaptive knowledge assessment.
Overview of the developed knowledge assessment system
From CMs comparison perspective the developed KAS consists from three interacting agents: teachers, learners and the intelligent knowledge assessment agent as it is depicted in Fig.3 . The system supports the following scenario. A teacher divides a study course into N stages and defines concepts and relationships between them which are taught at each stage. Using the system's graphical user interface, a teacher prepares CMs for each stage. During creation of a CM for the first stage, a teacher can freely edit it. At the next stages he/she can freely operate only with new elements of the current CM, because the system maintains the previous CM unchanged. The system supports teacher's action for drawing CMs on the working surface. At the knowledge assessment or self-assessment phase a learner receives a CM that corresponds to the task (fill-in-the-map or construct-the-map) of current stage. After finishing the task a learner confirms his/her solution and the intelligent knowledge assessment agent compare corresponding CMs. The intelligent knowledge assessment agent is a multiagent system as it is shown in Fig.4 . The duty of the agent-expert is to form a CM of a current stage using a teacher's constructed CM and a learner's CM of a previous stage in which only correct solutions are left while concepts and/or relationships placed incorrectly are returned back in the corresponding lists. The agent-expert sends a learner's CM of a previous stage to the communication agent for visualization, and a teacher's constructed CM to the knowledge evaluation agent. The latter compares a learner's solution (CM) with a teacher's constructed CM, recognizes graph patterns described in the next section, and gives an assessment. The communication agent visualizes a CM of a current stage, perceives a learner's CM, sends it to the knowledge evaluation agent, gets a feedback from it and passes this feedback to a learner. The interaction registering agent, after receiving a learner's solution and its assessment, stores them into the database. The functioning of KAS in details is described in [11, 12, 21, 24] .
Comparison of concept maps based on graph patterns
The main attractiveness of CMs is easiness of creation and use. At the same time, this ease of use causes an ambiguity, which makes it difficult to assess knowledge expressed in CMs [25] . As mentioned in introduction, the assessment accomplished through pure comparison of CMs is not in accordance with cognitive principles, as it forces students to construct their knowledge exactly in the same way as it was done by a teacher. Some alternatives are discussed in literature. In [26] an approach is presented based on Artificial Intelligence techniques, such as ontologies and genetic algorithms allowing personal ways of constructing knowledge. A scheme that adopts the relational method by examining the accuracy and completeness of the presented propositions on the student map, taking into account the missing ones, with respect to the propositions represented on the expert map is proposed in [27] . Different approach is proposed in [16] . In this work, CMs are described as attributed graphs and their comparison is performed using graph isomorphism. A heuristic algorithm is used to automatically compare CMs and compute their similarities. All abovementioned approaches are targeted towards more flexible and adaptive knowledge assessment for CM tasks, using rather time-consuming procedures. It is needed to stress, that the determination of graph isomorphism which is computationally hard task, may be used only as indicator finding out are there mistakes in a learner's CM or not, and only for construct-the-map tasks, because it is clear, for example, that if both CMs have different number of nodes, some concepts are "lost" in a learner's CM. This paper presents the algorithmic approach based on comparison of so called graph patterns found in a learner's and a teacher's CMs. A graph pattern is defined as a subgraph, in fact, a path with limited length. In the developed KAS only two classes of graph patterns are used, namely, those containing two related concepts and those containing three concepts and two relationships.
Fig.5. Five graph patterns
First, let's consider high-directed fill-in-the-map tasks. The comparison is based on the assumption that understanding of existence of a relationship is more important than knowledge about weight of a relationship and places of concepts in a CM. In case if the structure of a CM is given and only two types of undirected links are used, 5 graph patterns have been defined [12] . In Fig.5a an abstract example of a CM is given. Fig.5b represents correct solution, while Fig.5c corresponds to completely incorrect solution. In Fig.5d is shown a solution: correct relationship, incorrect place (D instead of C). Fig.5e depicts a solution: incorrect type of relationship, incorrect place (E instead of C and vice versa), and Fig.5f represents a solution: incorrect place (F instead of D), but the place is not important, and actually the solution is correct. In case when linking phrases are added the knowledge evaluation agent uses the algorithm which distinguishes 9 graph patterns [28] . In Fig.6a an example of a CM is given. -relationship exists, a linking phrase is incorrect, place of concept "object" is incorrect; Fig.6i -relationship exists, but both its type and linking phrase are incorrect; Fig.6j -relationship exists, but its type and a linking phrase is incorrect and at least one of concepts is placed incorrectly. The abovementioned 9 patterns are characteristic for both fill-in-the-map tasks and construct-the-map tasks. If the underlying graph is directed, the number of patterns grows up to 36 [24] . In those construct-the-map tasks where learners are given freedom to define concepts and linking phrases the number of possible patterns is high. The reason is that synonyms of concepts should be taken into account using corresponding ontologies as well as many new relations which are "hidden" in a teacher's CM may appear in a learner's CM [29] . In fact, the algorithm must compare a population of CMs and assess correct solutions. In this case to increase the level of automation of knowledge assessment and, as a consequence, to increase the adaptability of KAS, it is useful to inspect larger graph patterns.
In Fig.7 the situation is shown where some relations are "hidden". There are only 3 relations in the expert's CM (Fig.7a) , but 2 more relations can be derived from it (Fig.7b) . These derived relations may be permitted in a student's CM and should be accepted as correct, too. So, it is necessary to define the mechanism according to which the KAS could detect extra relations and thus make the assessment more flexible and automated.
Fig.7. Hidden relations
Inspecting patterns that consist of three concepts and two relations shown in Fig.8 , three situations can be fixed: a) Combination is allowed but an extra relation cannot be added; b) Combination is allowed and extra relation can be added; c) Combination is not allowed.
Fig.8. Three pattern types
Using these patterns, system does not have to look through the semantics of concepts because only a relation type and placement is relevant. It is a significant benefit because analyzing syntactic structures for artificial systems is much easier than working with semantics. When talking about patterns in CMs, 6 types of relations can be examined:
• "is a" -a relation between concepts meaning that one is a subclass of another;
• "part of" -a relation between concepts meaning that one of them is a part of another;
• "attribute" -a relation between a concept and its attribute;
• "example" -a relation between a general concept and a particular example of it;
• "value" -a relation between an attribute and its value;
• "kind of" -a relation between levels of hierarchy. Of course, there are many other linguistic relations as well, but due to the scope of this paper, they are not considered. Structure of patterns discussed in Table 1 is shown in Fig.9 . The pattern has two main relations (Relation 1 and Relation 2) which are of types mentioned previously. An extra relation (Relation 3) can be formed using a corresponding production rule from Table 2 . In some cases a combination of relations is not allowed and a production rule given in Table 2 is of proscriptive nature. Column "Combination allowed" identifies either a combination between Relation 1 and Relation 2 is allowed or not. Fig.9 . Structure of pattern In production rules relations between concepts are written in the following form: Relation (<concept_1>, <concept_2>, <relation_type>). "Concept_1" and "concept_2" are not particular concepts but they are needed to specify directions of relations in a pattern. "Relation_type" represents semantics of a relation between concepts. Production rules from Table 2 are used to expand expert's CM adding all possible extra relations. Afterwards this expanded structure is compared with a CM drawn by a student. This technique allows assessing student's knowledge more precisely. Production rules from Table 2 can also be used to reveal additional relations in graph patterns that consist of more than three concepts and two relations between them. In such case the algorithm must iteratively go through the CM searching for patterns and adding extra relations whenever rules order it. The algorithm stops when no new relation has been added during the last iteration.
Conclusions
Concept maps have become a rather popular tool of teaching, learning and assessment because they are easy to construct and use. At the same time mere comparison of teacher's created and a learner's completed CM does not satisfy cognitive principles. Moreover, it does not allow students to construct their knowledge in different ways which, in its turn, results as a population of CMs. The paper presents the approach based on graph patterns targeted towards more adaptive and flexible knowledge assessment. The already developed adaptive KAS supports both fill-in-the-map and construct-the-map tasks. The running prototype (fourth in a row) is under the development. All described graph patterns will be implemented in the knowledge evaluation agent of this prototype. Future work is directed towards extension of the developed KAS. The scoring mechanism for compared CMs where all defined graph patterns are considered should be developed. More flexible and adaptive feedback to learners based on student models is investigated, too. 
